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1. Introduction
The Meter Data Upload function in MISO’s Market Portal allows Meter Data Management Agents (MDMA) to
upload detailed meter data for processing through MISO’s settlements department. This process ensures that only
valid and complete meter data files are accepted.
This User Guide details the current process for uploading meter data, details on the updates to the system starting
in 2019, offers options for trouble-shooting, and provides background information and schema details.
The Market Participants Local Security Administrator (LSA) is responsible for issuing Digital Certificates to the
MDMAs. The LSA will assign the appropriate role to the portal user to view and upload meter data. Refer to the
LSA Users Guide on the MISO website for details.
The MDMA is responsible for setting themselves up as Contacts and maintaining the Min/Max range for each Asset
for which they are responsible. The Min/Max values are not the registered values but are MDMA’s specified values
used for validation purposes only to ensure erroneous data is not submitted. This document outlines the
procedures for those processes.
Section 38.2.5.e of MISO’s Tariff establishes metering requirements and standards for Market Participants.
Additional information can be found in the Market Settlements Business Practice Manual (BPM-005), Section 2.10
Metering Settlement Overview.
Customer service representatives can address any additional questions or trouble-shooting issues. For technical
problems with the MISO Market Portal or the uploading process, call the ITOC desk at 317-249-5555. For questions
related to settlements, contact the Market Settlements department at MarketSettlements@misoenergy.org.

2. Updates for 2019
In 2019, MISO launched a new Meter Data Upload interface as a part of its larger Market Portal upgrade. While the
overall function of Meter Data Uploads are unchanged, some of the upload steps and visual user interface differs
from the prior version.
Cards on Market Portal homepage replace dropdown menus. When MDMAs log into the upgraded Market Portal,
they will see an arrangement of rectangular tiles, or cards, which will connect them to the appropriate action.
Meter Data Upload users should look for the tile of that title and click on “Upload” to access the upload page. See
section 3.1 for images of the new Market Portal.
No more SOAP files. As of September 30, 2019, the Market Portal UI Meter Data application will no longer support
the submission of files in XML format containing an entire SOAP envelope with one or more actual <item>
elements. See section 3.8 for supported formats.
Greater ability to sort and search for files. MDMAs can sort files listed by clicking on the arrows next to the
category items of AssetOwner, Metering Agent, Status, Timestamp and Filename. MDMAs can search for files
through the “search” box in the upper right corner of the page. Searches can be executed by a keyword or a date
range. See Section 3.2 for step-by-step instructions on how to search and sort files.
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3. Meter Actuals
3.1 File Description
Meter Data Management Agents (MDMAs) are responsible for uploading meter data files to the MISO Market
Portal or through the Programmatic Interface (PI). The meter data could be Meter Actuals or estimated values if no
actuals can be provided. The MISO Market Portal and PI can be used to provide meter data for the following:
•
•
•

Generation – represented by the Commercial Pricing Node at that Generation Resource
Load – represented by the Commercial Pricing Node at that Load Resource
Demand Response Resource (DRR) Type II – represented by the Commercial Pricing Node at that Demand
Response Resource

•

Internal Commercial Pseudo-Tied Load EPNodes – represented by the Elemental Pricing Nodes (EPNodes)
of a load node internally pseudo-tied to a different internal Local Balancing Authority.

Meter Actual data will be submitted to the MISO Market Portal or through the PI in Standard XML format. Each
XML file includes the Meter Actual readings for:
•
•

One Asset
One Operating Day (or Multiple Consecutive Operating Days)

Meter data can be submitted in hourly, 15-minute, or 5-minute intervals. For one Operating Day, a file must
contain the appropriate number of megawatt hour values for the interval range for which it reports (Table 1).
Time Interval
Hourly
15-Minute
5-Minute

Seconds Per Interval (SPI)

# Intervals

3,600

24

900

96

300
Table 1: Time Intervals

288

For Market Participants with Internal Commercially Pseudo-Tied load EPNodes, the XML data can include the Asset
and EPNode relationship.
All dates and times provided in the meter data files need to be on Eastern Standard Time (EST).
Meter data for a single Asset with multiple consecutive Operating Days should contain all interval values for each
Operating Day and in the correct sequence.
The Start Time of the Meter Actual XML is the start of the first Operating Day being submitted, represented as hour
beginning 00:00:00. The Stop Time of the Meter Actual XML is the end of the last Operating Day being submitted,
represented as hour ending 23:59:59. The total number of intervals provided in a meter file should correspond to
the number of intervals multiplied by the number of consecutive Operating Days provided in the file.
If meter data needs to be submitted for days that are not consecutive, then separate meter files should be sent.
Example 1:
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It is February 1, 2019, and the MDMA has meter data available for the entire month of January 2019 except for
January 18, 2019, the MDMA needs to submit the following two separate meter upload requests:
1.

2.

A meter upload with:
• Start Time = 2019-01-01 00:00:00
• Stop Time = 2019-01-17 23:59:59
A meter upload with:
• Start Time = 2019-01-19 00:00:00
• Stop Time = 2019-01-31 23:59:59

Example 2:
A meter file cannot be submitted if it starts at an hour other than 00:00:00 or if it finishes at an hour other than
23:59:59.
The following example illustrates a badly formatted meter file. Even though it contains 24 consecutive hourly
values, it is invalid because it starts at hour 4 and ends at hour 3 of the next day instead of starting at hour 0 and
ending at hour 23.
1.
2.

Start Time 2019-01-01 04:00:00 - Bad
Stop Time 2019-01-02 03:59:59 - Bad

Meter data cannot be submitted for future Operating Days.
The START tag on the INTERVAL data is optional. If the START tag is not used, the Meter Actual data is assumed to
be sequential and will be stored in that manner. If the START is populated, the Meter Actual data will be stored
based on the START value.
If there was no activity at a particular Generation Resource or Load Zone, the MDMA is expected to submit 0 values
for that entity; otherwise the entity will show up as missing meter data and alternate meter data for that entity for
that settlement interval will be used in lieu of the missing actuals.
MDMAs can only submit meter data when their effective dates bracket the trade date of the Asset data being
submitted. If a Market Participant switches MDMAs at any point in time, the previous MDMA will only be able to
submit meter data for that Asset for trade dates prior to the termination date. Also, the previous MDMA will only
be able to continue to do this at the pleasure of the asset-owning Market Participant. Should this Market
Participant choose to not have the former MDMA continue to submit meter data for trade dates prior to his or her
termination, the Market Participant has the option of revoking the certificate. Conversely, the new MDMA will only
be able to submit meter data for the given Asset with a trade date that is not less than the start date.

3.2 Viewing Uploaded Meter Data
Whenever a Market Participant or MDMA uploads meter files to MISO, they can check the status of the meter file
by accessing the “View Metering Data” screen within the MISO Market Portal. Only the files that successfully
passed validation will be available for display.

3.2.1 Meter File Renaming
Please note that once uploaded, the meter files will be renamed by the system by keeping the first 50 characters of
the original filename and then appending a unique identifier to it. If the filename contains less than 50 characters,
then the ID will be appended to the end of the name.
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Since the original filename will be truncated at the first 50 characters, MISO strongly recommends that the MDMAs
use meaningful codes or names to identify their meter files in the first 50 characters of the filenames.
The following example illustrate the meter file renaming process.
Example 1:
Participant submits file named:
04-05-2019_ASSET-2_UNIT-X_CPNODE-Y_OTHERID-Z_QUALIFIER-A_QUALIFIER-B.xml
The first 50 characters are kept and then a unique ID is appended to it, becoming:
04-05-2019_ASSET-2_UNIT-X_CPNODE-Y_OTHERID-Z_QUALIT1083073858838.xml
Example 2:
Participant submits file named 04-05-2019_ASSET-2_UNIT-X.xml.
The file is renamed to 04-05-2019_ASSET-2_UNIT-XT1083073859388.xml.

3.3 Meter Data Directory Structure
The “View Metering Data” screen displays a list of the meter files relevant to the Market Participant. Each
uploaded data file shows one of three status options: “Pending,” “In Progress” and “Complete.” The directory
structure is Market Participant > Asset Owner > MDMA > Pending/In Progress/Complete.
Files with “Pending” status are those recently submitted by the MDMA and have passed the Portal validation.
These files have not yet been transferred to the Market Settlements system for processing. The MDMAs may
remove the files from the “Pending” folder as if they were never submitted. This is accomplished by selecting the
checkbox button next to files and then clicking on the button marked for deletion (see Section 4.2). The MDMAs no
longer have the ability to remove their meter files once they pass to the next stage.
Every day at noon, all the files with “Pending” status are transferred to the Market Settlements application. Files
are now labeled briefly as “In Progress” before moving to the next stage.
Once successfully transferred to the Market Settlements application, the “In Progress” files will change to a
“Complete” status. “Complete” meter files will be placed into a single zip file for each Asset Owner serviced by the
MDMA in question. This zip file name will be configured in this order: MDMA short name, Asset Owner short
name, date and time (EST) of the transfer (YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS). It looks like: MDMA_AO_20190405_121122.

3.4

Meter Upload Performance

MISO strongly recommends adhering to the following guidelines to achieve the highest levels of performance
during the meter data upload.

3.4.1 Meter Upload through the Portal
MISO recommends the use of ZIP files to upload multiple files simultaneously. The upload process will be much
faster than performing the upload of individual files.

4. Quick Guide for Users
The Metering Data function in the MISO Market Portal offers MDMAs a select number of options to facilitate
meter data uploads and management process. This step-by-step guide shows MDMAs how to initiate and
Public
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complete tasks regarding the upload process, data file management, making a metering data service request and
changing MDMA information.

4.1 Upload Process

Public

Action

Steps

Access
Meter
Data
Upload
Page

1. MDMAs will need a
metering agent ID, assigned
by the user’s organization’s
Local Security Administrator
(LSA)
2. Log into Market Portal
3. Find the “Metering Data”
tile. Click on “upload” on
“Metering Data” tile

Visual

Step
3

4. A new screen titled “Meter
Data Upload” will appear

Step 4

5. If on the “View Metering

Step 5
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Data” screen, click on
“Upload” in the upper left of
the screen, adjacent to the
MISO logo.

Action

Steps

Upload
Meter
Data

1. Follow the steps outlined in
“Access Meter Data Upload”
instructions.
2. Click on the grey-font words Step 2
“Meter Data File” or “Browse
File” to select the file to
upload. The file must be an
XML file.

3. The file selected for upload
will appear on the Meter
Data Upload screen. Click
“Submit” to submit the files
4. If the data in the file is
accurate, it will say “File
Uploaded Successfully.”

Public

Visual

Step 3
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5. If the file contains errors, a
message will appear that
lists the errors.
6. The MDMA should take
corrective action on the
errors, and go back to Step
2.

Step 5

4.2 View, Search and Delete Data
Action

Steps

Visual

View
Metering
Data

1. Follow steps 1 to 3 as outlined Steps 1 & 2
in “Access Meter Data Upload”
instructions.
2. Click the words “View” on the Step 3
tile.

3. The “View Metering Data”
page will pop up.
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Action

Public

4. If already in the “Meter Data
Upload” screen, click on
“View” in the upper left of
the screen, adjacent to the
MISO logo to exit to the
“View Metering Data” page.

Step 4

Steps

Visual
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Search For
A File

1. Follow steps in “View
Metering Data” instructions
2. Search for documents by
entering a search term in the
Search field, entering a date
range by clicking on “Filter By
Date” or both.

3. Note: Search terms must be
something specific in the file
name, not a generic key word.
Also, if filtering by date, search
terms will only be located
within the date range given.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
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4. Note: There may be more than
one page of results. If wanted,
MDMAs can adjust the
number of results per page by
clicking on the number field.
The maximum number of
listings per page is 100.

5. Alternatively, files can be
sorted by asset owner,
metering agent, status,
timestamp, file name by
clicking the arrows to the left
of each column heading.

Step 5

Public

Action

Steps

Visual

Delete A
File

1. On the View Metering Data
Step 1
screen, click the box on the
left side of the file to be
deleted. The box will turn
green and insert a check blue
mark.
2. At the same time, the Delete
button above the columns will
turn red and indicate the
number of files to be deleted.
3. Note: only files with a
“Pending” status can be
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deleted. Cleared files will not
show up on the list.
4. To delete the file(s), click on the Step 4
orange “DELETE” button. A
pop-up message will ask for
confirmation of the deletion.
Click on “Cancel” to stop the
process or “Delete” to discard
the file.

5. Deletion is confirmed with a
green bar that says,
“Completed successfully.”

Step 5

4.3 Metering Data Service Requests CPNode Min/Max
Action Steps

Visual
Step 1

Public
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Chang 1. Log into
Market
e
Portal; Find
Min/
the
Max
“Metering
values
Data” tile.
Click the
words

Steps 3 & 4

"CPNode
Min/Max on
the“Metering

Data Service
tile.
Requests”
on the tile.
2. A new
window will
appear A new

&4

window will
appear,
displaying all
active
CPNodes
based on
the
MP/MDMA
Relationshi
p of the
user
certificate
used to
access the
system.

3. Under
“Service
Step 7
Request
Information”
heading click
the
dropdown
box under
“Request
Category”
and select
the
appropriate
category.
34.. Find the
CPNode needing

Under “Service
Request

Public
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an update to
Min/Max
values.
You can sort
by Asset
OwnerInforma

tion” heading
click or
CPNode, and
Search bythe

dropdown box
under
entering a
term into
the

“Request
Type” and
select
Search field.

the
appropriate
type.
5. If a service
request is
entered in
error, click
on “reset” at
the bottom
right of the
screen. This
will clear the
Service
Request
Information.
6. If everything
is correct,
4.

Input any
value, up to
threeclick on

“Next” at the
decimals,
in
either
Min,bottom

right of the
screen.
7. Max or both,
ensuring
thevalues are
betweenA new

screen will open
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99and

will
require data
entry ,999 and
-99,999. The
CPNode(s) to
be updated

four
First,

in
places.

will have a
blue check
and
the "Save"
button
willchoose the

Node ID. The
illuminate
indicating
howcurrent

MAX/MIN
data will

many nodes
are
being

appear
in the blank
fields.

updated. If
outside of the
required
range, an
error
willReplace

the data by
prevent you
from hitting
save.clicking

in the box
and
reentering
the figure.
Finally, select
the
appropriate
MDMA
Contact
person.
Click “reset”
to clear the
fields; click
“Next” to
submit the
data change.
Public
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8. Once submitted and
Step 58
processed, the user will
successfully,
a green
"Completed
successfully"
receive a Service
Request
box
will
appear.
YouIDcan
receipt, a Request
then upload your file with the
number
and account
new
Min/Max
parameters
that
were set. contact
representative
information. MDMAs can
choose to print the receipt
or make a new request.

5. Once the node is saved

4.4 Change MDMA Information
Action

Steps

Visual

MDMA
Change of
Information
Page

1. Log into Market Portal;
Step 1
Find the “Metering Data”
tile. Click the words
“MDMA Change of "MDMA
Contacts" on the

Information” on the tile.
tile.

Step
2
2. A new screen titled
"MDMA Contacts" will
open.“MDMA Change of

Information” will open

Public
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Action

Steps

Update
Metering
Agent
Contact

1. From the "MDMA Contacts"
page, select the "Edit"of

1. From the MDMA Change

Visual
Step 1

Information page, click

pencil next to the Contact
that needs to be
updated.on “Update

Metering
Agent Contacts” under
the heading “Submit
Online Change of
Information.”

Step 2

Public
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22.. Contact Information will

This opens a new screen.
appear in the "Edit
MDMA

Click on the name

that
Contact" page. Here, you
can update First
Name,needs an update.
Last Name, Email Address
and Phone Number. You
can also update the
Contact Status from
"Active"
to "Inactive" on this page.

3. Contact information will
appear below the name
list. Update the contact
3. Once updated,
selectinformation, select a
"Submit". You will be

Steps 3 &
4

directed back to thecontact

type and save the
"MDMA

Contacts"

page

data. As data is saved,
a and receive an update
success message.new
screen will appear with the
new and old information
so the MDMA can verify
the changes.
4. To render a contactTo
render a MDMA
inactive, toggle the "Contact
Status" from "Active"
toinactive, click the

Public
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"Inactive". A warning
box

“Inactivate” button. A

will appear warning the
contact
role
associationwarning screen

will ask will be removed.
Select "OK"the MDMA to

verify the inactivation.

Step 5

Public
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5. The Selecting "Cancel" on
the“Cancel” button
(pop up notification
willlower right) or the
take you back to the "Edit"

“Home” hyperlink (lower
page. From here you can

left) will bring the MDMA
either select "Cancel"on
the bottom left of the back
to the MDMA screen or
make additional updates
to your user. Change of

Information page
Action

Steps

Visual

Add A New
Contact

1. From the MDMA Change
From the "MDMA
of Information page, click
Contacts" Page, select the
green "+ NEW
on
“Update
Metering
CONTACT" in the upper
Agent Contacts” under left
corner.
the heading “Submit
Online Change of
Step 2
Information.”

2. This opens a new screen.
This opens the "Create Click
New
on “Add a New
MDMA Contact"
page where you can input
Contact…” located under
First Name, Last Name, the
list of names. Email
Address, Phone
Number, and check the
"MDMA Contact" in the
Contact Role section.
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Step 3
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3. To cancel the new
contact,A blank contact
click "CANCEL" in
the

information form will
bottom left corner of the
page. This will take
youappear below the name
back to the MDMAlist. Fill
in the contact
Contacts page.
information, select a
contact type and save the
data.

4. To cancel the request click
When saving a new on
“Cancel” and return to
contact, checking the
"MDMA Contact" box
the “Contact Information is
required. If it is not
Step 4
Update” page. Click on
checked, an error will
“Home” to return to the
occur.

“Change of

Steps 6 &
7

Information” homepage
5. As data is saved, a new
screen will appear with the
new and old information as
a verification for the user.

6. The user will be returned
5. Once saved, you will to
the MDMA Change of be
directed back to the
Public
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Information page and the
MDMA Contacts page,
newly entered name will
and the newly saved
contact will be visible.
be in the Name list.
7. Return to the “Change of
Information” homepage
by clicking on “Home.”

Public
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4.5 Key Terms and Definitions
Key Term

Definition

Asset Owner (AO)

Typically, but not necessarily, represents a company. Provides
bid/offer submittals, portal and XML security, receives Settlements
statements and conducts bilateral transactions.

Commercial Pricing Node (CPNode)

Node within the Commercial Model where Locational Marginal
Prices (LMPs) are created and used for Settlement.

Elemental Pricing Node (EPNode)

The lowest level of the hierarchy of data in the Commercial Model.
EPNodes are directly related to the Network Model. EPNodes can
either be Load EPNodes, Generation EPNodes, or
Noninjection/Non-withdrawal (NINW) EPNodes

Extensible Markup Language (XML)

A markup language to store and transport data that is readable by
humans and machines.

Local Balancing Authority (LBA)

A balancing authority ensures, in real time, that power system
demand and supply are finely balanced

Market Participant (MP)

An entity registered to do business with MISO.

Meter Data Management Agent (MDMA)

The entity responsible for submitting meter data on behalf of a
Market Participant

MIN/MAX Values

Range of values within which the metered interval value must fall
in order to be valid.

Operating Day (OD)

The transaction date on which the activity occurs.

Programmatic Interface (PI)

A defined system-to-system interaction based on a contract.

4.6 Resources

Public

Resource

Location

BPM-005 Market Settlements

https://www.misoenergy.org/legal/business-practice-manuals/

Market Settlements information

https://www.misoenergy.org/markets-andoperations/settlements/market-settlements/#t=10&p=0&s=&sd=

MISO Client Relations

866-296-6476
clientrelations@misoenergy.org

MISO’s Meter Data Mailbox

Meterdata@misoenergy.org

ITOC Desk, for technical problems with
the MISO Market Portal or uploading

317-249-5555

Market Settlements Department, for
questions related to settlements

MarketSettlements@misoenergy.org
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4.7 Troubleshooting Chart
Problem

Possible Solution

Can’t find most recent upload in file listing

Sort by date the files by date either by using the Filter By Date
function, or the arrow keys to the right of the Timestamp label on
the chart. See section 3.2 for step-by-step details.

Error code message received after
uploading

Check the error message to determine the issue with the XML file.
Correct the file error and upload again.

XML issues

XML specifications and sample files are in Section 3.8.

Do not have the right digital certificate to
access Market Portal.

The Local Security Authority (LSA) at the individual market
participants can assign the proper certificate to access the Market
Portal.

Cannot upload multiple files at once

This function is no longer available in the current Meter Data
Upload system. Upload files one at a time.

5. XML Specifications
As of September 30, 2019, MISO will discontinue support for SOAP envelopes in manual XML/ZIP uploads made
through the User Interface (UI).
The 2019 version of the Market Portal UI Meter Data application MISO will no longer support the submission of
files in XML format containing an entire SOAP envelope with one or more actual <item> elements. Market
Participants can submit their meter data to the Market Portal Meter Data UI in the following supported formats:
•
•

XML File – Contents are expected to begin with <INTERVAL_DATA>
ZIP File – Containing multiple XML files in the appropriate format

These attached sample files for MeterData XML are correct examples of data to be submitted through the
MeterDataUpload User Interface.
Sample files displayed in Attachments pane on the left.

5.1 Meter Data Service: API Changes
These changes are specific to the API submittal of Meter Data through the new MeterDataUpload API.
There are three changes necessary to migrate to the new MeterDataUpload API:
•
•
•

Public

URL Path
Content-Type Header
CDATA Tags Enclosing <INTERVAL_DATA>
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5.1.1 URL Path
Migrating to the new MeterDataUpload API requires a change to the URL where SOAP/XML POST requests are
sent (Tables 1 and 2).
Environment

URL

CCE

https://cce.midwestiso.org/PI/MeterDataUpload

Production

https://markets.midwestiso.org/PI/MeterDataUpload
Tabel 1: Current Programmatic Interface URLs

Environment

URL

CCE

https://cce.midwestiso.org/meterdata/ws/upload

Production

https://markets.midwestiso.org/meterdata/ws/upload
Table 2: New MeterDataUpload service API URLs

5.1.2 Content-Type Header
While the legacy version of the Meter Data Upload API was agnostic to Content-Type, submissions to the new
MeterDataUpload API must be made using a Content-Type header of text/xml in accordance with the SOAP v1.1 /
RFC2376 specification.
An XML declaration with version and encoding attributes must always be added to the first line of an XML
document otherwise there will be unpredictable results: <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>

5.1.3 CDATA Tags Enclosing <INTERVAL_DATA>
The new meter data service API is built using standards-based web service technologies, such as Spring-WS and
JAX-B. MISO’s goals for the new meter data service is to increase the security, performance, stability, and
standards adoption for industry best practices for handling XML data over a SOAP web service.
For these reasons, when migrating to the new meter data service API, all <INTERVAL_DATA> elements must
enclosed in a character data tag, such as: <![CDATA[<INTERVAL_DATA> … </INTERVAL_DATA>]]>. The sample files
under the 3.8 heading also give examples of this formatting structure.

5.2 Schema Description
Note: Bold element indicates Parent elements having Child elements. Elements may contain text, other elements, or are empty.

Public

Schema Element Name

Schema Element Description

INTERVAL_DATA

Interval Data parent element. Parent to:
INTERVAL_DATA_FORMAT, VERSION, CUT

INTERVAL_DATA_FOR
MAT

Interval Data Format. Not required; reserved for possible
future use

VERSION

XML Version. Not required; reserved for possible future use.

Data Type

Required
Yes

VARCHAR2(64)

No
No
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Cut, parent element. Parent to RECORDER, CHANNEL,
STARTTIME, STOPTIME, DST_PARTICIPANT,
VALIDATION_REQUIRED,
PULSE_MULTIPLIER,
PULSE_OFFSET,
SPII,
UOM,
TIMEZONE,
TIME_ZONE_STANDARD_NAME, ORIGIN, INTERVAL.

Yes

Must not repeat within INTERVAL_DATA parent element.
RECORDER

Name Identification of the Commercial Node where the
metering is performed.

VARCHAR2(64)

Yes

EPNODE

Name of EPNode, which is tied to CP Node. EPNode/CPNode
relationship will be validated. This tag should not be
included when not submitting EPNode meter values.

VARCHAR2(64)

No

CHANNEL

Channel of data. Not required; reserved for possible future
use

NUMBER(5)

Yes

STARTTIME

Day and Start time of Meter data. Has to be in Eastern
Standard Time (EST).

DATE

Yes

DATE

Yes

Format as YYYY-MM-DDT00:00:00, start of the Operating
Day being metered. This date cannot be a future date.
STOPTIME

Day and Stop time of Meter data. Has to be in Eastern
Standard Time (EST).
Format as YYYY-MM-DDT23:59:59, end of the Operating
Day being metered. This date cannot be a future date.

Public

DST_PARTICIPANT

Day Light Savings Participant flag. The value for this tag
must always be specified as ‘N’, indicating no Daylight
Savings Participation.

VARCHAR2(64)

Yes

VALIDATION_REQUIRE
D

Validation Required Flag. Not required. Reserved for
possible future use

CHAR(1)

No

PULSE_MULTIPLIER

Not required. Reserved for possible future use

FLOAT(52)

No

PULSE_OFFSET

Not required. Reserved for possible future use

FLOAT(52)

No

SPI

Seconds per interval defined by the Market Rules. SPI must
correspond to the number of interval values submitted.

FLOAT(52)

Yes

UOM

Unit of Measure always set to 44 for megawatts.

TIMEZONE

Not required. Reserved for possible future use. Currently,
MISO sets this value to 10, indicating EST

VARCHAR2(64)

No

TIME_ZONE_STANDAR
D_NAME

Not Required. Reserved for possible future use

VARCHAR2(64)

No

TIMESTAMP

Not required. Reserved for possible future use

DATE

No

Yes
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ORIGIN

Not required. Reserved for possible future use.

CHAR(1)

INTERVAL

Interval, parent element. Parent to: RECORDING.

Yes

RECORDING

Recording, parent element. Parent to: VALUE, STATUS,
START.

Yes

VALUE

Meter Actual MW volume for the interval hour. Decimal
values accepted up to the KW (provided values will be
truncated to three decimal places)

STATUS

Status of the Interval. If this tag is present, one of the VARCHAR2(64)
following values must be specified:
• A space (empty field) indicates Actual Meter Data
recording value for this interval.
• ’E’ indicates an estimated recording value for this
interval.
Any value other than these will be rejected.

No

START

Date and Time of the Interval Start. Has to be in Eastern
Standard Time (EST)

DATE

No

VARCHAR2(64)

No

FLOAT(10,3)

No

Yes

Format as YYYY-MM-DDTHH24:00:00 Examples:
2002-02-01T00:00:00 (For the first hour)
2002-02-01T23:00:00 (For the last hour)
This tag is not required and is for the user’s own viewing purposes. This
value will not be used to match the interval value with the hour provided
when loading the meter values. The sequential order of the intervals will
determine the hour that corresponds to each interval.

DESCRIPTOR

Reserved space for internal use.

Note: Bold element indicates Parent elements having Child elements. Elements may contain text, other elements, or are empty.

5.3 Schema Definition
Supporting technical documentation, such as schema files and XML specifications, can be found on the MISO
public website (www.misoenergy.org) or at https://cdn.misoenergy.org/StatementsSchema75620.xsd.
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